In this paper we modify the model of Itkin et al. (2019) , proposed for pricing Quanto Credit Default Swaps (CDS) and risky bonds, in several ways. First, it is known since the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy that the recovery rate could significantly vary right before or at default, therefore, in this paper we consider it to be stochastic. Second, to reduce complexity of the model, we treat the domestic interest rate as deterministic, because, as shown in Itkin et al. (2019), volatility of the domestic interest rate does not contribute much to the value of the Quanto CDS spread. Finally, to solve the corresponding systems of 4D partial differential equations we use a different flavor of the Radial Basis Function (RBF) method which is a combination of localized RBF and finitedifference methods, and is known in the literature as RBF-FD. Results of our numerical experiments presented in the paper demonstrate that the influence of volatility of the recovery rate is significant if the correlation between the recovery rate and the log-intensity of the default is non-zero. Also, the impact of the recovery mean-reversion rate on the Quanto CDS spread could be significant and comparable with the impact due to jump-at-default in the FX rate.
Introduction
Quanto CDS is a flavor of a credit default swap. It has a special feature that in case of default all payments including the swap premium and/or the cashflows are done not in a currency of the reference asset, but in another one. As mentioned in Brigo et al. (2015) , a typical example would be a CDS that has its reference as a dollar-denominated bond for which the premium of the swap is payable in Euros. And in case of default the payment equals the recovery rate on the dollar bond payable in Euro. This can also be seen as the CDS written on a dollar bond, while its premium is payable in Euro. These types of contracts are widely used to hedge holdings in bonds or bank loans that are denominated in a foreign currency (other than the investor home currency). In more detail, see, e.g., Brigo et al. (2015) ; Itkin et al. (2019) and references therein.
To illustrate, in Fig. 1 Quanto CDS spreads computed by using historical time series 1 of some European 5Y sovereign CDS traded in both Euro and USD are presented for the period from 2012 to January 2018. It can be seen that nowadays these spreads still could reach 400 bps and more for some countries, and thus, building a comprehensive model capable to predict quanto effects remains a problem of current interest.
In Augustin et al. (2017) Quanto CDS spreads, defined as the difference between the USD and EUR denominated CDS spreads, are presented for six countries from Eurozone: Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, at maturities 3, 5, 7, 10, and 15 years relative to the 1 year quanto spread. This data demonstrate the spreads reaching 30 bps at 15 years (France, Ireland). In Simon (2015) the 5 years Quanto CDS spreads are reported for Germany, Italy and France over the period from 2004 to 2013, which, e.g., for Italy could reach 500 bps in 2012. The results presented in Brigo et al. (2015) indicate a significant basis across domestic and foreign CDS quotes. For instance, for Italy a USD CDS spread quote of 440 bps can translate into a EUR quote of 350 bps in the middle of the Euro-debt crisis in the first week of May 2012. More recent basis spreads (from June 2013) between the EUR quotes and the USD quotes are in the range of 40 bps.
On a modeling site Brigo et al. (2015) proposed a model for pricing Quanto CDS based on the reduced form model for credit risk. They represent the default time as a Cox process with explicit diffusion dynamics for the default intensity/hazard rate and an exponential jump to default, similar to the approach of Ehlers and Schönbucher (2006) ; El-Mohammadi (2009) . Also they introduce an explicit jump-at-default in the FX dynamics. This provides a more efficient way to model credit/FX dependency as the results of simulation are able to explain the observed basis spreads during the Eurodebt crisis. While accounting only for the instantaneous correlation between the driving Brownian motions of the default intensity and the FX rate alone is not sufficient for doing so.
In Itkin et al. (2019) the framework of Brigo et al. (2015) was extended by introducing stochastic interest rates and jump-at-default in both FX and foreign (defaulted) interest rates. The authors investigated a relative contribution of both jumps into the magnitude of the Quanto CDS spread. The results presented in the paper qualitatively explain the discrepancies observed in the marked values of CDS spreads traded in domestic and foreign economies and, accordingly, denominated in the domestic (USD) and foreign (Euro, Ruble, Brazilian Real, etc.) currencies. The quanto effect (the difference between the prices of the same CDS contract traded in different economies, but represented in the same currency) can, to a great extent, be explained by the devaluation of the foreign currency. This would yield a much lower protection payout if converted to the US dollars. These results are similar to those obtained in Brigo et al. (2015) . However, in Brigo et al. (2015) only constant foreign and domestic interest rates are considered, while in Itkin et al. (2019) they are stochastic even in the no-jumps framework.
In contrast to Brigo et al. (2015) , in Itkin et al. (2019) the impact of the jump-at-default in the foreign interest rate, which could occur simultaneously with the jump in the FX rate, was also analyzed. The authors found that this jump is a significant component of the process and is able to explain about 20 bps of the basis spread value. They also show that the jumps in the FX rate z and the foreign interest rater have opposite effects. In other words, devaluation of the foreign currency will decrease the value of the foreign CDS, while the increase ofr will increase the foreign CDS value. Influence of other important model parameters such as correlations between the log-hazard rate y and the factors that incorporate jumps, e.g., ρ yz and ρ yr , and volatilities of the log-hazard process σ y and the FX rate σ z was also investigated in Itkin et al. (2019) , with the conclusion made that they have to be properly calibrated. The other correlations just slightly contribute to the basis spread value. Large values of the volatilities can in some cases explain up to 15 bps of the basis spread value.
Despite, the model of Itkin et al. (2019) is sufficiently complex and capable to qualitatively explain the behavior of the Quanto CDS spreads observed in the market, it could be further improved in several ways. First, it is known since the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy that the recovery rates could significantly vary right before or at default. For instance, in Borkowski et al. (2015) this is modeled by considering a time-dependent (piece-wise constant) recovery rate. However, such an approach does not take into account possible correlations of the recovery rate with the other stochastic drivers of the model. Meanwhile, in the literature the existence of such correlations is reported, especially for the correlation between the default (hazard) and recovery rates, Altman et al. (2002) . For instance, in Witzany (2013) a two-factor model of Rosch and Scheule (2009) is used to capture the recovery rate variation and its correlation with the rate of default. The author suggest two approaches to estimate the model parameters: based on time-series of the aggregate default and recovery rates, and a cross-sectional approach based on the exposure level data. The results (based on the Moody's DRD database) confirm not only significant variability of the recovery rate, but also a significant correlation over 50% between the rate of default and the recovery rates in the context of the model. Therefore, in this paper we let the recovery rate to be stochastic. At the same time, to reduce complexity of the model, we relax the assumption of Itkin et al. (2019) about stochasticity of the domestic interest rate. This is because, as shown in Itkin et al. (2019) , the volatility of the domestic interest rate does not contribute much to the value of the Quanto CDS spread. Thus, still our model has four stochastic drivers, as in Itkin et al. (2019) .
Another modification as compared with Itkin et al. (2019) is related to the numerical method used to compute the CDS prices. Since the pricing problems in Itkin et al. (2019) are formulated via backward partial differential equations (PDE), computation of the CDS price for every maturity T requires solving as many independent backward problems as the number of time steps from 0 to T is chosen. This could be improved in two ways. The first option would be if instead of the backward PDE we would work with the forward one for the corresponding density function. In that case all solutions U t (t i ), i ∈ [0, m], t 0 = 0, t m = T for all times t i can be computed in one sweep, i.e., by a marching method. This situation is similar to that in option pricing, where the forward equation is useful for calibration as it allows computation of the option smile in one sweep 2 . In contrast, solving the backward equation is useful for pricing, as given the strike it allows computation of the option prices for various initial spot values in one sweep, see, e.g., Itkin (2015) . However, we do not use this approach in this paper, and our results obtained by using the forward approach will be reported elsewhere.
The other way to significantly accelerate calculations assumes that still, the backward equations need to be solved, however this can be done by using parallelization of calculations. Indeed, as we demonstrate it below in the paper, solutions U t (t i ), i ∈ [0, m], t 0 = 0, t m = T for all times t i can be found in parallel. This is our approach in hands for this paper.
Finally, for solving our systems of PDEs we use a different flavor of the Radial Basis Function (RBF) method 3 which is a combination of localized RBF and finite-difference methods (see Milovanovich and Shcherbakov (2017); Flyer et al. (2016) ; Bayona et al. (2017) and references therein), and is known in the literature as the RBF-FD method. More specifically, a flavor of the RBF-FD method used in this paper is described in Soleymani and Ullah (2018) ; Soleymani and Itkin (2019) . Both the RBF-PUM and RBF-FD methods belong to a localized version of the classical RBF, and demonstrate similar features, such as high accuracy, sparsity of the differentiation matrices, meshfree nature and multi-dimensional extendability. The comparison of these methods presented in Milovanovich and Shcherbakov (2017) illustrates capability of both methods to solve the problems to a sufficient accuracy with reasonable time, while both methods exhibit similar orders of convergence, However, from the potential parallelization viewpoint the RBF-FD is, perhaps, more suitable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our model, and derive the main PDEs for the risky bond price under this model. We first introduce a no-jumps framework, and then extend this framework by adding jumps-at-default into the dynamics of the FX and foreign (defaulted) interest rates. In Section 3 we describe a backward PDE approach for pricing zero-coupon bonds. The connection of this price with the price of the Quanto CDS is established in Section 4. In Section 5 the RBF-FD method is described in detail. In Section 6 we present numerical results of our experiments obtained by using this model and discuss the influence of various model parameters on the basis quanto spread. Section 7 concludes.
Model
Below we describe our model following the same notation and definitions as in Itkin et al. (2019) . Let us denote the most liquidly traded currency among all contractual currencies as the domestic currency or the liquid currency. In this paper this is the US dollars (USD). We also denote the other contractual currency as contractual or foreign currency. In this paper it can be both, e.g., EUR, and USD. Payments of the premium and protection legs of the contract are settled in this currency. We assume that CDS market quotes are available in both currencies (domestic and foreign), and denote these prices as CDS d and CDS f respectively.
The price CDS f can be alternatively expressed in the domestic currency if the exchange rate Z t for two currencies is given by the market. This implies that the price of the CDS contract denominated in the domestic currency could be also expressed in the foreign currency as Z t CDS d . If these two prices are different, one can introduce a spread CDS f − Z t CDS d . It is known that this spread implied from the market could reach hundreds of bps, Brigo et al. (2015) ; Augustin et al. (2017) ; Simon (2015) . Thus, these spreads could be detected if the market quotes on the CDS contracts in both currencies and the corresponding exchange rates are available.
Further on, as the risk neutral probability measure Q we choose that corresponding to the domestic (liquid) currency money market. Also, by E t [ · ] we denote the expectation conditioned on the information received by time t, i.e. E[ · |F t ]. We also denote a zero-coupon bond price associated with the domestic currency (USD) as B t , and that associated with the foreign currency (EUR) aŝ B t , where t ≥ 0 is the calendar time. We assume that the dynamics of these two money market accounts is given by
dB t =r tBt dt,B 0 = 1.
Here r(t) is the deterministic domestic interest rate, andr t is the stochastic foreign interest rate.
As compared with the model setting in Itkin et al. (2019) , in this paper r(t) is assumed to be deterministic while in Itkin et al. (2019) it is stochastic. However, as it has been already explained, this is done because, based on the results of Itkin et al. (2019) , the volatility of the domestic interest rate does not contribute much to the value of the Quanto CDS spread. Similar to Itkin et al. (2019) , first we consider a setting where all underlying stochastic processes do not experience jump-at-default except the default process itself. Then in Section 2.2 this will be generalized by taking into account jumps-at-default in other processes.
No jumps-at-default
We assume thatr t follows the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) process, Cox et al. (1985) dr t = κr(θr −r t )dt + σr r t dW
where κr, θr are the mean-reversion rate and level, σr is the volatility, W
(2) t is the Brownian motion, andr is the initial level of the foreign interest rate. Without loss of generality, in this paper we assume κr, θr, σr to be constant, while this can be easily relaxed to have them time-dependent.
The exchange rate Z t denotes the amount of domestic currency one has to pay to buy one unit of foreign currency (so 1 Euro could be exchanged for Z t US dollars). It is assumed to be stochastic and follow a log-normal dynamics
where µ z , σ z are the corresponding drift and volatility, and W
(3) t is another Brownian motion. As the underlying security of a CDS contract is a risky bond, we need a model of the credit risk implied by the bond. Here we rely on a reduced form model approach, see e.g., Jarrow and Turnbull (1995) ; Duffie and Singleton (1999) ; Bielecki and Rutkowski (2004) ; Jarrow et al. (2003) and references therein. We define the hazard rate λ t to be the exponential Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
where κ y , θ y , σ y are the corresponding mean-reversion rate, the mean-reversion level and the volatility, W (4) t is the Brownian motion, and y is the initial level of Y . Both Z t and λ t are defined and calibrated in the domestic measure.
In contrast to Brigo et al. (2015) ; Itkin et al. (2019) in this paper we let the recovery rate to be stochastic. It is popular in the financial literature and also among rating agencies such as Moodys to model the recovery rate using the Beta distribution. The reasons behind that and an extended survey of the existing literature on the subject can be found, e.g., in Morozovskiy (2007) . As it is well-known, Beta distributions are a family of continuous time distributions defined on the interval [0, 1]. Since values of recoveries also fall to the same interval, the domain of the Beta distribution can be viewed as a recovery value. The pdf of the Beta distribution is,
where R is the recovery rate, Γ(x) is the gamma function, and α > 0, β > 0 are shape parameters. However, to be compatible with our general setting where the dynamics of the stochastic drivers Z t ,r t , Y t is described by stochastic differential equations (SDE), and introduce correlations between them, it would be convenient also to introduce some SDE which the Beta distribution solves. For instance, following Flynn (2004) we can write
Here κ R , θ R are the mean-reversion rate and level, σ R is the volatility of the recovery rate, W
(1) t is the Brownian motion, and R is the initial level of the recovery rate. It is known, that the stationary solution for this SDE is the Beta probability density function, given in Eq. (5) with
We assume all Brownian motions W (i) t , i ∈ [1, 4] to be correlated with the constant instantaneous correlation ρ ij between each pair (i, j): dW
The default process (D t , t ≥ 0) is defined as
where τ is the default time of the reference entity. In order to exclude trivial cases, we assume that Q(τ > 0) = 1, and Q(τ ≤ T ) > 0.
A jump-at-default framework
Following Itkin et al. (2019) , we now extend our model by assuming that the exchange rate and the foreign interest rate can jump at the default time. The jump in the exchange rate is due to denomination of the foreign currency which was observed during the European sovereign debt crisis of 2009-2010.
It is shown in Brigo et al. (2015) that allowing for jump-at-default in the FX rate provides a way of modeling the credit/FX dependency which is capable to explain the observed basis spreads during the Euro-debt crisis. In contrast, another approach which takes into account only instantaneous correlations imposed among the driving Brownian motions of the default intensity and FX rates is not able to do so. Then, in Itkin et al. (2019) it was argued that an existence of jump-at-default in the foreign interest rate could also be justified by historical time-series, especially in case when sovereign obligations are in question. Therefore, in Itkin et al. (2019) both jump-at-default in the FX and foreign interest rates were considered, and their relative contribution to the value of the Quanto CDS spread was reported.
In this paper we reuse this approach. Namely, to add jumps to the dynamics of the FX rate in Eq.
(3), we follow Brigo et al. (2015) ; Bielecki et al. (2005) who assume that at the time of default the FX rate experiences a single jump which is proportional to the current rate level, i.e.
where γ z ∈ [−1, ∞) 4 is a devaluation/revaluation parameter. The hazard process Γ t of a random time τ with respect to a reference filtration is defined through the equality e −Γt = 1 − Q{τ ≤ t|F t }. It is well known that if the hazard process Γ t of τ is absolutely continuous, so
and increasing, then the process M t = D t − Γ t is a martingale (which is called as the compensated martingale of the default process D t ) under the full filtration F t ∨ H t with H t being the filtration generated by the default process. So, M t is a martingale under Q, Bielecki et al. (2005) . It can be shown that under the risk-neutral measure associated with the domestic currency, the drift µ z is, )
Therefore, with the allowance for Eq. (3), Eq. (10) we obtain
Thus, Z t is a martingale under the Q-measure with respect to F t ∨ H t as it should be, since it is a tradable asset.
As the default of the reference entity is expected to negatively impact the value of the local currency, further on we consider mostly the negative values of γ z . For instance, we expect the value of EUR expressed in USD to fall down in case if some European country defaults.
Similarly, we add jump-at-default to the stochastic process for the foreign interest rater t as
so Eq.
(2) transforms to
Here γr ∈ [−1, ∞) is the parameter that determines the post-default cost of borrowing. In this paper we consider just the positive values of γr, because most likely the interest rate grows after the default has occurred 5 . Note thatr t is not tradable, and so is not a martingale under the Q-measure.
PDE approach for pricing zero-coupon bonds
Here we consider a general building block necessary to price quanto contingent claims, i.e., claims where the contractual currency differs from the pricing currency, such as Quanto CDS. For doing so we determine a price of a defaultable zero-coupon bond settled in the foreign currency. Under the foreign money market martingale measureQ, this bond price readŝ
whereB t /B T =B(t, T ) is the stochastic discount factor from time T to time t in the foreign economy, and Φ(T ) is the payoff function. However, to compute the quanto spread we need this price under the domestic money market measure Q. It can be obtained by converting the payoff to the domestic currency and discounting by the domestic money market account that yields
Here it is assumed that the notional amount of the contract is equal to one unit of the foreign currency, hence the payoff function isΦ
Let us assume that in case of the bond default, the recovery rate R is paid at the default time. Then the price of a defaultable zero-coupon bond, which pays out one unit of the foreign currency in the domestic economy reads
As the entire dynamics of the underlying processes is Markovian, Bielecki et al. (2005) , finding the price of a defaultable zero-coupon bond can be done by using a PDE approach, i.e., this price just solves this PDE. This is more efficient from the computationally point of view as compared, e.g., with the Monte Carlo method, despite the resulting PDE becomes four-dimensional.
Since in this paper we prefer to use a backward approach, this PDE can be obtained by first conditioning on R t = R,r t =r, Z t = z, Y t = y, D t = d 6 , and then using the approach of Bielecki et al. (2005) (a detailed derivation can be found in Appendix of Itkin et al. (2019) ). Under the risk-neutral measure Q the price U t (T ) then reads
The function f (t, T, R,r, y, z, 1) ≡ u(t, T, X), X := {R,r, y, z} solves the PDE
and L is the diffusion operator which reads
where based on Eq. (4), λ = e y . The functionû(t, T, X) in Eq. (22) is defined as follows. Recall, that the function u corresponds to states after default, and the function v corresponds to states before default. At default the variables z andr experience a jump proportional to the value of each variable. Therefore, we introduce a new vector of states X + := {R,r(1 + γr), y, z(1 + γ z )}. The above argumentation suggests that after the function u(t, T, X) is found by solving Eq. (20), this solution should be translated into the new point X + by shifting (jumping) the independent variablesr and z. In other words, after this translation is done we obtain a new functionū(t, T, X + ) = u(t, T, X). However, since in Eq. (22) v = v(t, T, X), it is convenient to re-interpolateū(t, T, X + ) back to X, and we denote the result of this interpolation asû(t, T, X). This is exactly the same method as was used in Itkin et al. (2019) . Technically, this is similar to how option written on a stock paying discrete dividends are priced by using a finite-difference method, see e.g., Tavella and Randall (2000) .
Boundary conditions
The Eq. (20) and Eq. (22) form a system of backward PDEs which should be solved subject to some terminal conditions at t = T , and the boundary conditions set at the boundaries of the domain (R,r, y, z)
As the value of the bond price is usually not known at the boundary, a standard way is to assume that the second derivatives vanish towards the boundaries.
However, this is subject of the following consideration. As mentioned in Itkin and Carr (2011) , if the diffusion term vanishes at the boundary, the PDE degenerates to the hyperbolic one. Then to set the correct boundary condition at this boundary we need to check the speed of the diffusion term in a direction normal to the boundary versus the speed of the drift term. To illustrate, consider a
where C = C(t, x) is some function of the time t and the independent space variable x ∈ [0, ∞), and a(x), b(x), c(x) ∈ C 2 are some known functions of x. Consider the left boundary to be at x = 0. Then, as shown by Oleinik and Radkevich (1973) , no boundary condition is required at
This means that the convection term at x = 0 is flowing upwards and dominates as compared with the diffusion term. An example of such consideration is the Feller condition as applied to the Heston model, Lucic (2008) .
To clarify, no boundary condition at x = 0 means that instead of the boundary condition at 
Thus, this is the Feller condition for the stochastic recovery R, i.e., no boundary condition is necessary
Therefore, if κ R (θ R − 1) + 1 2 σ 2 R ≤ 0, no boundary condition is required at R = 1 7 . Forr the condition similar to Eq. (24) holds atr = 0. Other boundary conditions read
We assume that the default has not yet occurred at the valuation time t, therefore, Eq.
Thus, it could be found by Step 1. First, we solve the PDE in Eq. (20) for u(t, T, X). Since this function corresponds to d = 1, it describes the evolution of the bond price at or after default, which implies the terminal condition at t = T U (X) = u(T, T, X) = 0.
This payoff does not assume any recovery paid at default, therefore, the bond expires worthless. By a simple analysis, one can conclude that u(t, T, X) ≡ 0 is the solution of our problem at d = 1. Indeed, it solves the equation itself, and also obeys the terminal and boundary conditions. In other words, at this step we know the solution in closed form.
Step 2. Based on the results of the first step, we have u(t, T, X + ) ≡ 0 in Eq. (22). By the definition before Eq. (22), the function v(t, T, X) corresponds to the states with no default. Therefore, from Eq. (18) 
This payoff is the terminal condition for Eq. (22) at t = T . The boundary conditions, again are set as in Section 3.1. Now the PDE in Eq. (22) for v(t, T, X) takes the form
which should be solved subject to the terminal condition in Eq. (29). Then, finally w t (T ) = v(t, T, X).
It can be seen, that in case of no recovery, the defaultable bond price does not depend on the jump in the foreign interest rate, but depends on the jump in the FX rate.
Solving the PDE for g t (ν)
To compute the second part of the payoff in Eq. (18), observe that the integral in Eq. (18) is deterministic in ν. Therefore, it can be approximated by a Riemann-Stieltjes sum, i.e. the continuous interval [t, T ] is replaced by a discrete (e.g., uniform) grid with a small step ∆ν = h. Then
where t i = t + ih, i ∈ [0, N ], N = (T − t)/h. It is important that each term of this sum can be computed independently by solving the corresponding pricing problem in Eq. (20), Eq. (22) with the maturity t i , i ∈ [1, N ]. Obviously, solving many backward problems (one for each maturity) all together can be slow, but this is the consequence of the backward PDE approach. As mentioned in above, this can be significantly improved by either using the forward approach, or by using parallelization. The later is fully possible since the solutions for every maturity t i , i ∈ [1, N ] are independent. Accordingly, for every maturity t i the function g t (T ) again can be found in two steps.
Step 1. At this step we solve Eq. (20) using the boundary condition described in Section 3.1 and the terminal condition
which is discussed in more detail in Appendix. At T = 0 we set g T (T )
T =0 = 0.
Step 2. The function v(t i , T, X) can be determined by solving Eq. (22) . Indeed, the values of parameters γ z , γr are known, and the values of λ (or e y ) are also set at all computational nodes (for instance, on a grid which is used to numerically solve the PDE problem in Step 1). By definition before Eq. (22), the function v(t i , T, X) corresponds to the states with no defaults. Accordingly, the recovery is not paid, which means that the terminal condition for this step vanishes v(T, T, X) = V (X) = 0.
Finally we set g t (T ) = v(t, T, X). According to this structure, in case of non-zero recovery the price of a risky bond does depend on jumps in both FX and foreign IR rates.
Backward PDE approach to price Quanto CDS
Here, similar to Itkin et al. (2019) we use the model for the zero-coupon bond proposed in the previous sections and apply it to pricing of the CDS contracts. We remind that the CDS is a contract in which the protection buyer agrees to pay a periodic coupon to a protection seller in exchange for a potential cashflow in the event of default of the CDS reference name before the maturity of the contract T .
Below we follow the definitions and notation in Itkin et al. (2019) . Namely, we assume that the CDS contract is settled at time t and assures protection to the CDS buyer until time T . We consider CDS coupons to be paid periodically with the payment time interval ∆t, and there will be totally m payments over the life of the contract, i.e., m∆t = T − t. Assuming unit notional, this implies the following expression for the CDS coupon leg L c , Lipton and Savescu (2014); Brigo and Morini (2005) 
where c is the CDS coupon, t i is the payment date of the i-th coupon, and B(t, t i ) = B t /B t i is the stochastic discount factor. If the default occurs in between of the predefined coupon payment dates, there must be an accrued amount from the nearest past payment date till the time of the default event τ . The expected discounted accrued amount L a reads
where t β(τ ) is the payment date preceding the default event. In other words, β(τ ) is a piecewise constant function of the form
These cashflows are paid by the contract buyer and received by the contract issuer. The opposite expected protection cashflow L p is
where the recovery rate R τ is unknown beforehand, and is determined at or right after the default, e.g., in court. To remind, in this paper in contrast to Itkin et al. (2019) we assume the recovery rate to be stochastic. We define the so-called premium L pm = L c + L a and protection L pr = L p legs in the standard way, as well as define the CDS par spread s as the coupon which equalizes these two legs and makes the CDS contract fair at time t. Under the domestic money market measure Q we need to convert the payoffs to the domestic currency and discount by the domestic money market account. Then s solves the equation
In the spirit of Ehlers and Schönbucher (2006) and Brigo (2011) , we develop a numerical procedure for finding the par spread s from the bond prices. Consider each term in Eq. (37) separately.
Coupons. For the coupon payment one has
where t m = T . Computation of w t (T ) is described in Section 3.2. In short, we first solve Eq. (20) with the terminal condition u(T, T, X) = 0, which can be solved analytically, and gives rise to u(t, T, X) = 0. At the second step we solve numerically Eq. (22) with the terminal condition v(T, T, X) = z. Note, that as follows from the analysis of the previous section, w t (T ) (and, respectively, the coupon payments) does depend on the jump in the FX rate, but does not depend on the jumps in the foreign interest rate which is financially reasonable.
Protection leg. A similar approach is provided for the protection leg
Note, that computation ofḡ t (T ) could be done in the same way as this is described in Section 3.3 for g t (T ). This means that to findḡ t (T ) we first solve Eq. (20) for u(t, T, X) subject to the boundary conditions in Section 3.1, and the terminal condition
otherwise, we setḡ T (T )
T =0 = 0. At the second step we solve Eq. (22), whereû is computed by re-interpolating u(t, T, X) found at the first step, subject to the boundary conditions in Section 3.1, and the terminal condition v(T, T, X) = 0. Thenḡ t (ν) = v(t, ν, X).
Accrued payments. For the accrued payment one has
Computation ofg t (T ) could be done in the same way as this is described in Section 3.3 for g t (T ). This means that to findg t (T ) we first solve Eq. (20) for u(t, T, X) subject to the boundary conditions in Section 3.1, and the terminal condition Having all necessary components in hands, we finally compute the CDS spread. Using new notation 
and finally combining together Eq. (37) and Eq. (45), we obtain
Solving backward PDEs using an RBF-FD method
A key block in the described approach of computing a Quanto CDS spread is solving the backward PDEs in Eq. (20), Eq. (22) subject to the corresponding terminal and boundary conditions. These PDEs are four-dimensional in space, and, therefore, some computational methods, e.g., finitedifference or finite element ones may suffer from the curse of dimensionality. On the other hand, a Monte-Carlo method is slow.
In this situation a rationale is to use localized meshless schemes such as, e.g., a radial basis function (RBF) generated finite-difference method (RBF-FD). Within the last decade the localized RBF schemes have turned to be famous tools in solving various financial engineering problems (we refer a reader to Pettersson et al. (2008) for further discussion on technical issues of the RBF method, such as the number of discretization points and the structure of the discretization matrices optimal for solving these problems). That is why a flavor of the RBF method (a partition of unity method or RBF-PUM) was chosen in the recent work Itkin et al. (2019) to solve a problem similar to that one in this paper.
As this is discussed in Itkin et al. (2019) , the original formulation of the RBF methods is done based on global RBFs which leads to either ill-conditioned or dense matrices, and thus is computationally expensive, Fasshauer (2007) . In Itkin et al. (2019) this problem was eliminated by using the RBF-PUM. In more detail, see Itkin et al. (2019) and references therein, and also a recent paper Milovanovich and Shcherbakov (2017) .
In this paper we use another flavor of the localized RBF method known as RBF-FD, e.g. see Flyer et al. (2016) ; Bayona et al. (2017) and references therein. The RBF-FD is a combination of the localized RBF and the FD methods. Comparison of both methods is presented in Milovanovich and Shcherbakov (2017) which illustrates high capability of those methods for solving PDEs to a sufficient accuracy within a reasonable time, while both methods exhibit similar orders of convergence, However, from the potential parallelization viewpoint the RBF-FD is, perhaps, more suitable.
The RBF-FD approximation is produced by applying the RBF interpolation at the finite local set of points. As the result, thus obtained matrices of derivatives are i) sparse, and ii) similar to that for the standard FD scheme, but have better convergence properties, Tolstykh and Shirobokov (2003) . Moreover, the RBF-FD scheme is able to tackle irregular geometries and scattered node layouts. A particular flavor of the RBF-FD method used in this paper is described in Soleymani and Ullah (2018) ; Soleymani and Itkin (2019) . In this paper as the basis functions for the RBF method we use the Gaussian RBF φ(r i ) = e −ǫ 2 r 2 i , where r i = x − x i 2 denotes the Euclidean distance, and ǫ is the shape parameter. Other popular choices can also be used.
The discretization of the PDEs Eq. (20), Eq. (22) is done first, along the spatial variables by using the RBF-FD methodology, and then the method-of-lines (MOL) is used to finally reach a system of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). The RBF-FD weights for approximation of the first and second derivatives in the above PDEs are obtained as in Soleymani and Itkin (2019) , and provide the second order of convergence.
Time-integrator for Eq. (20), Eq. (22)
When solving the system of ODEs by using the MOL, for marching along the temporal variable we use a flavor of the time-stepping Runge-Kutta method. Namely, we employ the classical fourth order Runge-Kutta method (RK4) meaning that the local truncation error is of the order of O(h 5 ), while the total accumulated error is of the order of O(h 4 ), where h is the step of the method, Trott (2004) .
Let us denote as u ι a numerical estimate for the exact solution u(t ι ). Assume that we split the whole time interval [0, T ] into k τ +1 nodes with the step ∆ t = T /k τ > 0, so t ι+1 = t ι +∆ t , 0 ≤ ι ≤ k τ . Given the initial condition u 0 , the RK4 scheme is formulated as follows, Butcher (2008) :
From the implementation prospective, this method is a part of almost all standard packages including that of Wolfram Mathematica 12, which we use for doing all the calculations in this paper. It can be called by using the following snippet:
Method -> {"FixedStep", "StepSize" -> temporalstepsize, Method -> {"ExplicitRungeKutta", "DifferenceOrder" -> 4, "StiffnessTest" -> False}}
Overall, based on the methodology described in Section 4, computation of the CDS par spread in Eq. (46) 
Experiments
Numerical experiments described in this Section are fulfilled in a way similar to that in Itkin et al. (2019) . Also, to investigate quanto effects and their impact on the price of a CDS contract, we follow the strategy of Itkin et al. (2019) and consider two similar CDS contracts. The first one is traded in the foreign economy, e.g., in Portugal, but is priced under the domestic risk-neutral Q-measure, hence is denominated in our domestic currency (US dollars). To find the price of this contract our approach described in the previous sections is fully utilized.
The second CDS is the same contract which is traded in the domestic economy, and is also priced in the domestic currency. As such, its price can be obtained by solving the same problem as for the first CDS, but where the equations for the foreign interest rater t and the FX rate Z t are excluded from consideration. Accordingly, all related correlations which include index z andr vanish, and the no-jumps framework is used.
However, the terminal conditions remain the same as in Section 4 as they are already expressed in the domestic currency 9 .
Parameters of the model
The default values of parameters used in our numerical experiments are same as in Itkin et al. (2019) and are given below in Table 1 . It is also assumed that for this default set all correlations are zero. If not stated otherwise, we use these values and assume the absence of jumps in the FX and foreign interest rates. As it can be seen, by default we set κ R = σ R = 0, and R = 0.45. This allows us to mimic a constant recovery rate that was used in Itkin et al. (2019) ; Brigo et al. (2015) . Therefore, this default set provides almost the same conditions as the default set in Itkin et al. (2019) . Here "almost" means that the domestic interest rate r in Itkin et al. (2019) is stochastic, while here it is deterministic, but with the same initial value r = 0.02. As follows from the results of Itkin et al. (2019) , the domestic interest rate has a minor influence on the par spread, therefore, this comparison is eligible.
We also assume that coupons of the CDS contract are paid semi-monthly, thus the total number of coupon payments over the life of the CDS contract is m = 120.
In what follows, let us denote the CDS par spread found by using the first contract (traded in the foreign economy) as s, and the second one (traded in the domestic economy) as s d . Hence, the quanto spread (or the quanto impact) is determined as the difference between these two spreads
which below, in agreement with the notation in Brigo et al. (2015) , we call the "basis" spread.
Parameters of the method
The shape parameter ǫ of the Gaussian RBF is subject of a separate choice, see, e.g., Fornberg et al. (2011) . In our numerical experiments it is always ǫ = 2h.
As (R,r, y, z)
, we truncate each semi-infinite or an infinite domain of definition sufficiently far away from the evaluation point, so an error brought by this truncation is relatively small. In particular, we use 0 ≤r ≤ 1, 0 ≤ z ≤ 4, −6 ≤ y ≤ 0. In case of jumps, the right boundary forr (z) is extended (truncated) by multiplying it by 1 + γr (or 1 + γ z ), respectively. Furthermore, the temporal step size for marching along time is chosen as ∆ t = 0.05.
We move the boundary conditions, defined in Eq. (26), to the boundaries of this truncated domain. Implementation-wise, the boundary conditions are explicitly incorporated into the pricing scheme. Hence, the latter can be implemented uniformly with no extra check that the boundary conditions are satisfied. As follows from Section 3.1, for the values of the model parameters given in Table 1 , no boundary condition is required at the boundaries R = 0, R = 1 andr = 0.
As long as γ z or γr are positive, the intermediate interpolation for constructingû (as this is described in Section 3) would encounter values outside of the truncated (computational) domain. In such a case instead of interpolation an extrapolation technique is applied by Mathematica 12.0 automatically. Accordingly, the command Interpolation[] is used throughout the code as much as required.
In all our numerical experiments we use [10, 10, 10, 10] discretization points uniformly spanned over the space [R,r, y, z] . The temporal step size of the RK4 integrator is taken 0.0625. All computations were done at laptop having 16.0 GB of RAM, Windows 10, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-9750H and SSD internal memory.
To speed up calculations as much as possible, we do the following. We set PrecisionGoal− > 5, AccuracyGoal− > 5 in our code to speed up the process of solving the large scale system of the discretized ODEs. Also all matrices are created as sparse arrays. The coefficient matrix (the righthands matrix of the MOL method) is built by using the Kronecker products on tensor product grids. The boundary conditions are incorporated into this matrix in the same way. Finally, to compute the Riemann-Stieltjes sum in Eq. (46) we use a built-in parallelization technique inside the Mathematica kernel to distribute the computational job over all available cores at our computer. The typical elapsed time of computing the par spread using this procedure is roughly 210 seconds.
Benchmarks
Since in our test κ R = σ R = 0, and R = const, computation of s d can be done by solving a one-dimensional problem where the only stochastic driver is y. Therefore, we also implemented our algorithm of solving Eq. (20),Eq. (22) by using a finite-difference method -the Crank-Nicholson scheme, Tavella and Randall (2000) . Thus found value of s d is compared with that obtained by using the full RBF-FD 4D algorithm where we set z = 1,r = r, γ z = κr = σr = γr = 0, and all the correlations vanish. The results are presented in Table 2 , first two columns.. Also it is known that if the premium leg is paid continuously, and the hazard rate λ is constant, there exists a credit triangle relationship s d = λ(1 − R). To mimic this in our calculations, we set κ y = σ y = 0 and repeat the calculations of s d by using the 4D RBF-FD and 1D FD algorithms. These results are compared with the credit triangle value and also presented in Table 2 , the right two columns. Also, the obtained values are close to that reported in Brigo et al. (2015) . It can be seen, that the 4D implementation produces the results which are close to the benchmarks values (they differ by no more than 0.5%).
In the absence of jumps, i.e., when γ z = γr = 0, the computed value of s corresponding to the model parameters in Table 1 is 93.22 bps. Thus, it deviates from s d by a basis of -9.46 bps. In other words, with no jumps or correlations the quanto effect on the CDS spread is small (this was also observed in Itkin et al. (2019) ; Brigo et al. (2015) ).
In Fig. 2 the influence of the jump-at-default amplitude γ z (Fig. 2b) and γr ( Fig. 2a ) on the basis CDS spread is presented. These plots are similar to those in Fig. 4 in Itkin et al. (2019) . In our case the influence of γr is a bit less significant (by about 5 bps), and the influence of γ z is also less significant (-80 bps here vs -300 bps at γ z = −0.8). This can be explained by the difference in s d (102.68 bps here vs 365 bps in Itkin et al. (2019) which, in turn, can be attributed to the stochastic interest rate r in Itkin et al. (2019) vs a constant interest rate in this paper).
The financial meaning of the behavior of ∆s with changes in γr and γ z is explained in Itkin et al. (2019) . In the case when the credit triangle approximation is accurate, it is obtained in Brigo et al. (2015) that s ≈ (1+γ z )s d . In words, this means that the CDS spread expressed in the foreign currency is approximately proportional to the reference USD spread, and the coefficient of proportionality is (1 + γ z ). In turn, the coupon payments expressed in the foreign currency are lower. In Fig. 2b we also present this dependence to see that the results obtained by using our model align with the above approximation at γ z ≈ −0.8 and γ z ≈ −0.1, but slightly deviate from this straight line at the intermediate values of γ z .
Overall, these benchmark tests justify that our numerical approach provides reasonable values and behavior of the basis spread at some typical values of the model parameters. Therefore, further on we use the proposed model and numerical method to investigate the impact of stochasticity of the recovery rate on the quanto effect.
Results
To recall, in all our calculations presented in this Section we use the default set of parameters given in Table 1 unless different values of the parameters are explicitly specified. This also assumes no jumps-at-default (γ z = γr = 0) in the default set of parameters. In the first test we look at the influence of κ R on the basis spread. These results are presented in Fig. 3 . Note, that changes in κ R also affect the value of s d . It can be seen that the increase in κ R results in the negative increase of ∆s. In other words, while the decrease in γ z (the jump in the FX rate) gives rise to the decrease of ∆s, the increase of κ R has the same effect. This is not obvious in advance, since the increase of κ also increases the recovery rate, and hence the CDS spread value decreases. However, it also decreases s d . Finally, it turns out that s drops down faster than s d , and, therefore, the difference ∆s = s − s d decreases.
We would also expect a pronounced influence of the recovery volatility σ R on the value of the basis spread. However, surprisingly we didn't find this influence. In other words, in the absence of correlations, the magnitude of the second derivatives ∂ 2 u ∂R 2 and ∂ 2 v ∂R 2 is very small. However, this volatility is also a part of the various mixed derivative terms. Therefore, our next test is to look at the influence of σ R on ∆s when the corresponding correlations do not vanish. By financial meaning, at default the FX rate drops down by factor 1 + γ z . Therefore, the decrease in z signals about a lost of creditworthiness As such, the recovery rate should also drop down, hence the correlation ρ z,R should be positive. When the default log-intensity y increases, the default becomes more probable, and the recovery should decrease. Hence, ρ y,R should be negative. Similarly, as we assume that at default the foreign interest rate increases, ρr ,R should be negative. In Fig. 4 we present the influence of σ R on the five-year CDS basis spread when the correlation ρ z,R takes the values 0.1 and 0.8, and ρ z,y takes the values -0.1 and -0.8. It can be seen that with high negative correlation ρ y,R , the increase in σ R results in a slow negative increase of ∆s (Fig. 4b) , and the influence of σ R at non-zero positive correlation ρ z,R looks to be similar and a bit more pronounced.
Same is true when the correlation ρ R,r takes the values -0.1, -0.8 as this is presented in Fig. 5 . Thus, among all correlations the biggest impact can be attributed to ρ z,R . The above results have been obtained with no jumps. Obviously, combining jumps and non-zero correlations will produce a joint effect. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where we present the results of the same test as in Fig. 4a but with γ z = −0.5. Despite the value of the basis changes (due to the change in γ z ) the influence of σ R remains to be small.
It turns out, that the same is true when one adds jumps to the foreign interest rate. This has a relatively minor effect on the dependence of ∆s on σ R , just the curves move up by about 5 bps due to the change in γr. This behavior is presented in Fig. 7 .
Conclusion
In this model we introduce another modification of the model for pricing Quanto CDS that was developed, first in Brigo et al. (2015) , and then in Itkin et al. (2019) . Similar to Itkin et al. (2019) , the presented model operates with four stochastic factors, which are the hazard rate (more rigorously, the log-intensity of default), the foreign exchange and interest rates and the recovery rate. The latter is new as in both Brigo et al. (2015) ; Itkin et al. (2019) it was assumed to be constant. By using a PDE approach we derive the corresponding systems of PDEs for pricing both the risky bond and the CDS spread, also similar to how this is done in Bielecki et al. (2005) ; Itkin et al. (2019) . We make a careful analysis of the suitable boundary and initial conditions, and show at which boundaries the boundary conditions should be omitted (similar to the well-known Feller condition).
To solve these systems of 4D PDEs we use a different flavor of the RBF method which is a combination of localized RBF and finite-difference methods, and is known in the literature as RBF- FD. As compared with the corresponding Monte Carlo or FD methods, in our four-dimensional case this method provides high accuracy and uses much less resources. We use the backward PDE approach which is slower than the corresponding forward approach, but is suitable for parallelization. Before investigating the influence of the stochastic recovery rate on the Quanto CDS spread, we benchmark our model and method against the results of Brigo et al. (2015) ; Itkin et al. (2019) . We show that our approach described in this paper provides close results to those in Brigo et al. (2015) ; Itkin et al. (2019) when the same set of parameters (the constant recovery, values of parameters, etc.) is used. This allows the authors to inherit and incorporate results of Itkin et al. (2019) into our framework, and be concentrated just of the new features of the model. As shown in Brigo et al. (2015) ; Itkin et al. (2019) , these flavors of models are capable to qualitatively explain the differences in the marked values of CDS spreads traded in foreign and domestic economies (accordingly, they are denominated in the foreign and domestic (USD) currencies). To recall, both CDS contracts traded in the different economies can also be priced in the same currency, e.g., in USD. In this case the market demonstrates a spread between these two prices which is called the quanto spread. The existence of the quanto spread, to a great extent, can be explained by the devaluation of the foreign currency. Financially, this means a much lower protection payout if converted to the US dollars.
As compared with Brigo et al. (2015) ; Itkin et al. (2019) , in this paper we analyze the impact of the stochastic recovery rate on the basis spread ∆s. We found that changes in the recovery meanreversion rate κ R moderately affect the value of ∆s even with no jump-at-default in the FX or foreign interest rate, while the changes in the recovery volatility σ R almost have no impact. The influence becomes more perceptible if one takes into account various correlations of the recovery rate, namely ρ z,R , ρ y,R , ρr ,R . Also, for non-zero correlations the dependence of ∆s on σ R becomes observable. Overall, in our setting the maximum impact is about 10 bps, or 10%.
These results have been obtained with no jumps. Obviously, it is expected that combining jumps and non-zero correlations will produce a joint effect. However, we found that while the jumps in z definitely move the curves down (so the basis spread negatively increases) the dependences of ∆s on σ R and κ R remain almost same as at γ z = 0. A similar picture can be observed for jumps inr. Thus, we observe the influence of the stochastic recovery on the quanto spread not exceeding 10%. This, however, is almost the same order of influence as the jumps at default inr produce, but they work in the different directions.
The proposed model together with the obtained results are new and represents the main contribution of this paper. Also, despite the numerical method has been already described in the previous papers of the authors (both joint and separate), its application to solving a system of the 4D PDEs derived in this paper is new (also new boundary conditions are used as compared with, e.g., Soleymani and Itkin (2019) ). Finally, in this paper the method was parallelized to achieve the best efficiency.
At the end we have to mention that calibration of this model is computationally expensive because of a large number of the model parameters. As explained in Itkin et al. (2019) , it can be split into few steps, where at every step we calibrate just a subset of parameters, and each set could be calibrated by using different financial instruments.
However, since in our experiments λT < 0.1 we can rewrite this condition in the form u(T, T, X) ≈ Rzλ λT = Rz T .
(A.6)
Finally, we need to take into account that the dynamics of Z t in Eq. (13) implies that when the default occurs, the value of Z τ − jumps proportionally to itself, i.e., Z τ = Z τ − (1 + γ z ). Thus, we get the additional multiplier 1 + γ z in the RHS of Eq. (A.6). Thus obtained terminal condition is now used in Eq. (32).
